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1. "Superradiant tbreshold" and Liapunov's stability 

The superradiation theory, as the laser theory, contains 

such values of 'some physiéal quantities that -a re sometimes 

assumed to correspond to the transition of a system from one 

regime to another. In the laser theory the intens~ty of pumping 

may be a parameter taking criticaI values. Upc_~ exceeding the 

first criticaI leveI of pumping laser emits a sinusoidal ~ave 

that is replaced by ultrashort pulses when the second threshold 

is reached [1,2]. T~e solutions of differential equation~ des

cribing ~amics of such a laser become unstable at criticaI 

values of the pumping intensity: first, a stable focus is rea

lised, then it is replaced by a limit cycle and further by the 

torus [3]. In this case the pumping intensity is the master 

externaI parameter of a system. 

For superradiant .sya t ema one can observe a somewhat di'ffer

ent situation. An object of the investigation is usual1y a pre

viously inverted system that may go over to the ground state in 

different ways. In this case a auperradiant system does not 

possess an externaI parameter similar to the intensity of pump

ing for a laser. The regime of radiation dependa on preparation 

of tbe system containing emitters. This is reflected in' tbe 

initial conditions for the syatem of differenti~l equation~ 

describing ~amics of such a system. 

One of the main quantitiea is the number of previously 

invertedemitters j( (,ç,)Where to is the initial time momen t , 

It is sometimes assumed t~at if I</tr» ~Ar' where ;ç,j..... ia 

some criticaI value, tben the regime of cooperative radiation 

is realised [4], otberwise if ~(z;,) -< !\tAr radiation 
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will be spontaneous. Another example ia the i\reooh1-Courtena 

criter10n [5], in particular, for a number of emittera JVI . 
Tbus, if ;11< ~,where ~ is the criticaI value, then as 1s 

sometimes assumed, the superradiation pulse bas a amooth secant

shaped form, but if #> ~ ,.then the cooperative emiaaion 

becomes oscillatory. 

In this paper we investigate the problem of the naturo of 

changes.'in the radiation regime of a previously inverted system 

of two-level atomS by the rigo~ous metbods of tbe stability 

theory of solutions to ordinary differential equations. If tbere 

are sucb criticál values of 11~~ or ~ at which the solu

tions of t~e corresponding evolution equations become unstable, 

then the radiation regime changes step-wise: a spontaneous 

radiation changes to cooperative or the secant-shaped pulse 

changes to oscillatory pulses. If tbe solutions remain stable, 

tbe paaaage over tbe "criticaI" values /(j I and # is 
'Ch~ C 

smootb and continuous. 

Our analysis will be based on the following system of 

ordinar,y differential equations describing the rediation of a 

pencil-sbaped system of two-level etoms interacting witb two 

reso~ant modes [6J: 

dlt + !!. = Pclt T ,
 

tlP+ 1(1 + i) J...l2nK-A/n + K+S)
dt 2. l 7:. r·D= Z\~ IV i , 

(1) 

2 7;; 

/1 + /1 = p í 2K- IV)71 T.. l~ , 
2. 

ti/( + j( =_j?
CTi T/wli . 

2 

""I ;,.. 

Here 12 is tbe number of pbotons inaide tbe aample, A( 
is the number of inverted atoma, S. is the correlation between 

the dipole moments of transitions of two-level atoms, ~ ia 

the energy exchange rate between the field and atorna, ~ ia 

the field relaxetion time owing to the escape of photons from 

the sample, 7; is the time of homogeneous relaxation or a 

macroacopic dipole moment, ~ is the time of relaxation of 

inverted atoms owing to radiationless me chandsms , AI is the 
. -1 

number of atoms in the system, 'T;=i2'lgl/li , where :J is 

the interaction constant in the Dicke Hamiltonian. 

If the regime of radiation changes step-wise when tbe 

initial number of inverted atorna passes through the value f(thr 
the corresponding solution of equations (1) becomes unstable. 

Tbis is illustrated in tbe figure. If j((~)exceeds /(ihr by 

an infinitesimal value of â> O ,tbe solutions corresponding 

to tbe solid and dashed lines are a finite distance apart' 

from eacb other and oonsequently become unstable a la Liepunov/7/ 

Therefore, our aim is to inv~stigate some nontrivial 

solutions of e q, (1) for stability. IVe shall also find out 

what conditions will be imposed on the investigated solutions. 

K(t) 

Kt 

to t
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2. Proof of stability 

Now we introduce dimensionless variables and time 

Ji=fZ, J/2=Y/?' ~=~ ~=/(, &= ~ 
t 

(2 )
l 

and dimensionless constants 

0I.J.. = 7/7; , oG2 = r/I;, ot3 = 7"/7;011' (3 ) 

System (1) acquires the form . 
/fi = - $1. + J'Z' 
iz = - f (f+d1)!/fi +oL;{2~7j~ '-~ +/13 +!fJ, (4)

•
//3 = - o/,i l/3 + ZJ'z flt - #12 , . 
~it =- d 3 {f" - 12 ' 

Th~ dot means the differentiation with respect to the dimension

less time tJ • 
Let A(&)= [Al (&) , A;«t9)) A3 (c9), Ali ·(c9JJ be some 

arbitrary solution of system (4). Let us investigate its 

stabifity. Writing down 

y(&)= A(&)+x(&) (5) 

we get for the variations X (&)= [Xi (tij, rí? (&), X3 (&))X~ (8)] 
the reduced nonautonomous quasilinear system oi equations. 

Xl = - Xi + XZ , 

Xz =- !(l+ol.l)X2 +ot,:(2XjXit + 2,Aj(&)xlt + 
+ ZA't (B)-Xi -;tI~ + X3 + X4 ) , 

X3 = -d1X3 - AlX,e + 2x2xlt + ZA,2(&)x + .2AJt (B)X2 ,4 
• (6) 

. ,XI.t = - d Xij - xz .3 

4 

The concise form is 

X = (8 + JJ(&)) X + lfi), (1) 

where B is constant matrix 
( 

-1. j O O 
-0<:2# Z otj,- ~(J.+dJ.) otl 2

Z 2 
(8)13= 0 -N -ot1 O 

O -1 O -ci3
]) /&) is t~e time-dependent matrix 

O O O O 

]).~ /2oL:A/B) O O 2d:Ai(B) 
(B = O ZA O .2A,2(&) (9 ) 

tt(8) 

O O O O 
" and nonlinearity ia 

{{K)= [O, 2ot.:~X;" 2XZX;" O} (10) 

To apply the Liapunov criterion for nonautonomous quasi

linear systems (8], one should show that the nonautonomous 

system of the first approximation

i = (B + ])(&)) ( (11) 

is correct ã la Liapunov [1]. We require that the investigated 

solut1on A (a) should satisfy the condition 
()O 

fIlD(B)I\d8~oo, <90= to/~ (12) 

~k1ng tbe change ç =C'l in system (11) wbere C i. 

nonsingular matrix diagonalizing the matrix ~ 

i\. = C-i BC = dia{j Oi' JtZ ' ~3' },J (13) 

we get the linear system of equations

i =.117 + C-1D(&)(!Z, (14 )'''''' 

5 



where the time-independent coefficients ;\j' ~2' ~3 and /\'t 
on the right-hand side are along the diagonal. It follows from 

condition (12) that {liC-f.D(&)CII de <: ex>. 

&0 
Then system (14) ia correct á la Ltapunov and the numbers 

/\.1' /\z, ~.3' .í1L, form i ts total spectrum [9J. Since .non

linearity (10) satisfies the conditions of the Liapunov crite

rion for nonautonomoUB quasilinear systems, the investigation 

of stability of'a trivial solution of the reduced system (6)

(10) or, which is the same, of the nontrivial A(ti)solution of 

initial system (4),is reduced in virtue of the condition (12) 

to a simple problem of negative definiteness of the constant 

matrix 13. Using the Sylvester criterion, one can easily see 

that at alI positive values of 7,7;, 7;, ~Izand Nin Eq. 

(1) the principal minors of the matrix -1.3 are positive 

Ll.t(-B)=i>O, ' 

Li~ (-P> ) == k(1+ dJ. ) + ·cJ,z~/t/> 0,
 
,ó3 (-13) = dJ. fJZ (-13) + oGz:<';1/ > O~ (15)
 

:<. 
L1't (-/3) = ci3 ~3 (-13) + oC.1 oC,2 > O 

an<\" consequently, the matrix B is negatively defini te, i. e. 

~.<O, i = 1,2,),4. Then, according to the Liapunov criterion 
! ~ 

for nonautonomous quasilinear systems, a trivial solution of 

the reduced system (6)-(10) is stable á la Liapunov. This means 

that the nontrivial A(éi)solution of the primary system (1) or 

(4) satisfying the only condition (12) is stable. Moreover, aa 

it follows from this criterion, the solution ia exponentially 

stable á la Liapunov [10]. 

The stabili ty of the A(&) soluti~n, that is an arbi trary 

one (except for condit1on (12)), physically implies that there 
are no such initial conditions, in particular, there ia no such 

ini~ial number of inverted a toma KtAl'a t which the regime of 

radiation of a previously inverted system described by eq. (1) 

could change step-wise. Consequently, in a given system the tran

sition from the regime of spontaneous radiation to superradia

tion is continuous. The exponential stability of theA(t9) solu

tion means that during the time ~omparable wi th lIlaX(f,~, 7;~ T;j 
tbe evolutioll of variables !l , f , :1 and K undergoes a stage 

II
l of their exp~nential tending to zero values. Consequently, eq.(1) 

adequately descr1bes a dissipative nature of radiation of a 

previously inverted system Of two-level atoms. 

From a point of view of a mathematician sufficient condi

tion (12) is very strong. However, a physicist should'require 

fulfillment of this condition, since it is equivalent to the 

simple physically necessary co~ditions. Let UB show the validity 

of the statement. 

). Physical reaaons for stability 

).1. Sufficient conditions of stability 

For a solution A(&)={AJ.(&),AR.(&),A3(&~A,,(&go!the system 

of evolution equations (4) sufficient stability condition (12) 

has the' form: '00

TID(B~ld& =2- LVOC'--24-A1~-B)-+A-:(t-{l)+-~-+-d-22)-~-4Z(G'--'~dB < 00. (16) 

4., The Euclidian norm is uae d, The function A (O) is seen
3 

to be out of this condition. The following upper es~imate is 

valid for the improper integral from (16): 
00 

f1c1v'--;-AJ-2{&-~+-A-:-(B)-+-(i-+-~-22)-.2 I tio~A-:-(()----,~
(11 ) 

90 00 

L. f(olz2IAl~)I+!AiB)I+(1+ol; * ,,(élJI)dl9. 

lf the improper integral in the right-hand side of inequa11ty(1 
~ 

(17) exista and converges, the improper integraIs/... 
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( 18)~ = JIA1(@) Idtl, 
(19 )1 ::

& 

~ S
00 

lA2 (BJJJB,
2 

• 00 & 
(20)

I~ =11 A.(61)ld& 
also exist and converge in virtue of the non~negative character 

of tbe functions under the iptegral from (17). 

se , if r .'(oo,J· = 1,2,4, tben sufficient atability condition
-J 

(16) ia obvioualy valide 

3.2. Non-negative definiteness and finiteness of the energy of a 

radiating system; existence of its equilibrium state at infinite1y 

long time. 

Firat let us show that the condition of non-negative and 

fini te energy iIIpliea convergence oi tbe integrala T and L. .
-1. 

Tbe functions A.!(B)and.AJ,(t9) are tbe number of photons in 
-"f 

the 

volume containing emitter8 and the number of excited emittera 

respectively. Tbey determine tbe energy oi tbe syst~m, tberefore 

O~ Ai (8)<:.. 00, (21) 

O ~ A't (e) ~ 00. (22) 

For any two momenta of the dimensionlesa time 6J :> L1 > 'L)
Z ~/C1'O 

one can write down Sz 
A!(~) -41 «1)= SÂi (B)J 8. 

(23) 

c9.~ 
(24)A.,(&z)- A,,(~)= f Â~ (&)J& 

~ . 
Summing (23) and (24) and taking into account evolution 

e~ations (4). we obtain 

S(Al,(c9J+~A~(B))Jt9=A./~)-Al4)+A.,(~)-AJ~) (25) 

6i Let limita for Ai (ti) andA~(t9) atf)~oo existo It implies 

tbat tbe open eyetem of emitters described by eqs. (4) or (1) 

goes to an equilibrium state at infinite]ylong time. Then we 

have in virtue of (21) and (22) 

J(/Mt9)I+0<3IA~{é))I)JO~ IAle.)1 + IA1 (oo) !+ (26) 

80 + IAq(Bo)1 + IAlj-(ooJI ~ 00 

From tbis it follows immediately that tbe improper integrals

1 and I", ~ist and converge: 

T = SIAi ($)Ij ti < 00) (27) 
-1. e 00 

==0 (28)L S/AL, (BJ/cI(}JC. 00. 

80 

3.~. Finiteness of the intensity of radiation or absorbtion 

Let us now estimate tbe integral T. Note that the following
-2 . 

inequality is valid in virtue of the first evolution equation (4) 

IA2 (ti) 1 ~ IAi ((9) J + I A~ (e) } . (29) 

Furtber on we sball discriminate two cases. The first is a 

monotonoua aaymptotic bebaviour oi the field. Let tbere be a 
• I /, 

moment or time () ?- 4> wben the function Ai (&) is monotonous 

on tbe semi-axis[S:OO,) • Tbia function ia alao continuous1y 

difierentiated in virtue of tbe tbeorem of exiatence and uni

quenesa [ 8] . Tben i t follows from convergence of li in (27) 

tbat Aj (&) is a monotonoualy non-increasing function. sucb tbat 

_/ 00

1=JIÁ1(B)ld8 L: 00. (JO) 

lib 
Tben tbe:f integral Iz< _!T + JI (due to estimate (29) and ,

i 
consequently, exists and converges. Thus if tbe field ia asymp

totically monotonous. condition (16) is fulfilled owing to (27). 

(28), (30). So. the stability of the radiation regime in this 

(1 caae is again determined by the non-negative and finite character 

~l or the energy of tbe system. 

8 ' ,9 



Let us consider another possible case - oscillatory asympto

tic behaviour of the field, when the number of photons oscillates 

in time. Let 191 , 6'2 ' ••• be a sequence of isolated extrema 

of the function A~ (e) on the semi-axis [80 , 00). If this sequence 

is bounded, tbe consideration is reduced to the case of the 

asymptotically monotonous behavíour of the field. Actually, 

it is sufficient to consider the field evolution for the time 

surpassing the upper limi t of the sequence { ei 1 . 
Let the increasing sequence be unbounded. Consider(ti·] 

the following definite integral: ~. 

r-» J'Ã.l(BJ/d& = t s'/ÁJ&)/de. (J1)
j ~ (=! ~.uo ~~
 

According ~o the mean-value theorem
r(11t) :: t IÁ.lre;)/ (4 -~,-_J, 
t=i -)f (J2)

~:.{ <:~. L. Si. 
Let fi =Itzax \Á! (e) I' where SEJ~:'i ,&r.[ . Then 

11 In

I (In) ~ Z Pi(é?·-~-.f). (33)
1. (=1

Let ua now demand that the following inequality should be 

valid starting, trom some { : . 
!Ji ~ MAd(i) = _M 

(do
{ 

 ~--1 

M 

é},. 
( 

SA1(fJ)d&, (J4) 

(t.
(-i. 

(J5) 

(J6) 

10 

;;.. 

Conaequently, in virtue of convergence of TJ and condi
-11 -~ . 

tion (J4). the integral 
-1
I exista and converges, turthermore 

there ia a convergent integral 

12 z: IJA/B)/de ~ E+ r ()7)L: 00, 

wbich was to be shown. Then th~ oscillatory radiation regime is 

J stable, as the monotonous regime investigated before. 

4. Short commentary 

We enumerate once more the physical conditions, impoaed on 

the aolutiona conaidered. 

Conditiona (21) and (22) enaure aelection ot the aolutiona 

with the finite and non-negative energy. 

Asaumption about the existence of limits for the functiona 

~! (f}) and A~ (é)) at e~ 00 just ascertains an evident 

pbysical tact of 

eqa. (4) or (1) 

It ia eaay 
~ 
l a finiteneaa forI 

transition of the open system described by 

to an equilibrium state at infinitely long time. 

to aee that condition (34) ia juat a condition of 

an observable, namely for the intenaity of 

I radiation or abao~btion. Chooa1ng the conatant t1 one can obtain 
',1 

any preacribed intenaity, i.e. pbyaical generality ia nbt loat. 

Thus. "e have demanded that only the moat neceaaary pbysical 

conditions are fulfilled. If it ia ao, the radiation regime of 

a previously inverted ayatem of two-levei atorna ia stable. Chaoa

exponential instability [11J - never occura in this ayatem; more

over. there are no threahold valuea of the initial inverae popu

lation or the number of emittera aa "ell. Thia ia a rigoroua 

reault tor the considered ayatem (1). 

,n In conclusion, we ahould like to note that variablea tz •, 
/? •s and K do not allo. one to use a direct energetic way 

of conatructing the Liapunov' a function tor atud.ying the atabi

lity of eq. (1), aince the energy of the aystem ia linear with 

II 



respect to tbese variables [12J. We note also that eq.(1) whi~b
 

forma a basis of "review [6] are qui te general. Dropping some
 

terma and introducing into these equations variab~es of tbe
 

"action-angle" type one c~ obtain [6] nonautonomous pendulum
 

equations considered in refs.[4,5]. Tbere will be unstable 80


lutions for a, pendulum equation [7,8,10,12] and , c onaequerrt Iy.
 

tbe "superradiant tbresbold" will exist in tbis particular case.
 

For the more general situation considered before, aS we bave
 

shown, the "superradiant threshold" does not existe
 

Tbe author is grateful to P.E.Zhidkov for discussion of
 

some matbematical aspects of the problem.
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BaKacoB AIA. 
cI>H3HQeCI<He rrpHQHHhI YCTOHqHBOCTH pe)KHMOB 
H3nYQeHHH rrpeABapHTenhHO HHBepTHpoBaHHoH 
CHCTeMbI 

E17-87-8~5 

C'rpo ro nOKa3aHO, qTO peurenaa 3BOmOI.J;HOHHbIX ypaBHeHHH 
nrra npenaapa'rensno HHBepTHpoBaHHoH CHCTeMbI ABYXYPOBHeBbIX 
aToMOB HBnHIOTCH YCTOHqHBbIMH, ecrra yp;OBneTBopHlOT rrauns CaMbIN 
Heo6xop;HMbIM ~H3HqeCKHM ycnoBHRM. ~TO 03HaqaeT, qTO He CY
urecra ye-r TaKHX aaxansnsrx ycrroanã , npn KOTOpbIX pe)KHM narry-: 
qeHHH H3MeHRnCH 6bI CKaQKOo6pa3Ho. B qaCTHOCTH, nepexop; 
OT cnOHTaHHoro H3nYQeHHR K CBepxH3nyqeHHlO npOHcxoAHT He
rrpepbIBHbIM o6pa30M. 

Pa60Ta BwnonHeHa B na6opaTopHH TeOpeTHqeCKOH ~H3HKH 

0I15U1. 
Ilpenpsnrr 06'be,llHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyra anepasrx accnenoaaaaã. J,ly6Ha 1987 

Bakasov A.A. E17-87-885 
Physical Reasons for Liapunov's Stability 
of Radiation Regime of a Previously Inverted 
Systern 

Evolution equations describing apreviously inverted 
systern of two-level atorns have been strictly investiga
ted. Solutions obeying only the rnost necessary physical 
conditions are found to be stable. It irnpl.ies physically 
that there are no such initial conditions at which the re
gime of radiation changes step-wise. Particularly, the 
transition from spontaneous radiation to superradiation 
proceeds continuously. 
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of Theoretical Physics JINR. 
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